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ENGLISH 264: INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE WRITING 

Fall 2011, Wednesdays 9:30 am-12:00 pm, MC 229 
 
 
 
Darcy L. Brandel      Office/Phone: MC 262 / 313.927.1447 
Department of English and ML    Office hours: W 3-4 pm, Th 10-11 am 
dbrandel@marygrove.edu     Additional hours available by appointment. 
 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
This course will introduce students to the principles and practices of writing poetry, fiction, and drama. 
Students will develop their skills as writers of imaginative literature by becoming conscious of craft, 
becoming effective critics of each other’s works, and improving their abilities to judge quality writing. 
Throughout the semester, we will read and discuss texts and consider ways to write in different situations. 
You will work on a variety of types of written assignments: from informal journal entries to collaborative 
exercises to polished creative writing.  This class provides opportunities for peer workshopping; you will 
learn about writing from one another as well as from me.  
 
This course is designed to realize all three major goals of the College mission: to develop in students the 
skills necessary to understand and participate effectively in the world; to foster in students the compassion 
to care about and respect the worth and dignity of people; and to promote the commitment to act 
responsibly for the building of a more just and humane world.  
 
 
COURSE OUTCOMES: 
 
By the end of this course, each student will: 
1. Understand the methods of writing creatively through experience composing in several genres.  
2. Understand the importance of a regular, sustained writing practice and various stages of the writing 

process. 
3. Develop self-awareness as a writer by articulating deliberate strategies you employ in your work. 
4. Demonstrate effectiveness as a critic of writing, responding to the work of others in ways that encourage 

collaborative learning. 
5. Generate a portfolio of creative writing, along with a reflective essay on your development over the 

semester. 
 
 
COURSE MATERIALS 
 
1.  The following required texts will be made available to you for purchase in the bookstore: 
 Burroway, Janet. Imaginative Writing: The Elements of Craft. (3rd ed, 2010) 
 Lamott, Anne. Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life. (1995) 
2.  Additional readings will be passed out in class and/or provided on blackboard. 
3.  Any notebook and writing implement of your choice for journal entries and in-class writing exercises. 
4. You will need a good college dictionary (American Heritage and Webster’s Collegiate are adequate  

choices). 
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ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADING 
 
1. Writing journal (25%). Your writing journal is the key to your success in this class. You will use it to practice 

new writing techniques, understand the readings, learn new terminology, and develop final pieces for your 
portfolio. Journal assignments will usually consist of two parts: imaginative writing and reading responses. 
Imaginative writing will take the form of three "Try This" activities as listed in each chapter. The reading 
response aspect will take the form of definitions of new terminology, feedback on examples, and questions on the 
chapter. The purpose of your writing journal entries is to help you understand the information covered in each 
chapter and to help you build work that you will use in your writing portfolio (see below). 

 
2. Workshop participation (10%). Workshops focus on collaboration with others to help you improve your 

writing. For these workshops, you will be required to submit a piece of work and provide feedback on other 
students’ work. Your submissions will be based on writing journal and/or in-class writing, and you will be given 
specific guidelines on how to develop your responses. 

 
3. Writing portfolio (50%). Your cumulative project for this course is portfolio of creative writing. The use of a 

portfolio places emphasis upon your development as a writer throughout the semester. In this way, the polished 
work that you submit in your end-of-semester portfolio will represent your best creative writing and allow you to 
see your development holistically. It will consist of two parts: creative writing and self-assessment.  

 *You cannot pass the course without turning in your writing portfolio at the end of the semester.* 
(1) The creative writing portion will take the form of polished pieces of each of the genres discussed 

(fiction, drama, poetry). Each of the final polished pieces must be accompanied by earlier drafts 
from your journal. Show, through your work, the growth and development of the elements of 
craft: character, image, voice, setting, and/or story. These pieces will be graded on their 
substantial creative content and successful use of the elements of craft and appropriate language 
conventions.  

(2) The self-assessment portion of the portfolio will consist of a 2-3 page writer’s statement, 
analyzing your portfolio as a whole. This portion of the portfolio will be graded on the quality 
and thoughtfulness of the analysis, its organization and clarity, and the use of appropriate 
language conventions throughout.  

  
4. Attendance and participation (15%) in all class discussions and activities. 
 
COURSE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
 
1.    Attendance is mandatory. *This course teaches writing as a process; therefore, in order to be successful in this 

course, it is essential that you participate fully in that process every day.* Come to every class and come on time. 
If you are not able to attend, you are responsible for material missed. Understand, however, that no summary of a 
discussion can replace your own participation in the classroom learning process.   

2.    If I detect a pattern of absence, I will contact the Dean and your advisor in order to recommend that you withdraw 
from the course. You cannot pass the course if you demonstrate an extensive pattern of absence, regardless of 
whether or not the absences are justified. 

3. We will usually begin with a check-in round, in which everyone will say a few words about her/his current state 
of mind. Toward the end of each session, we will take time to reflect on how our discussion/workshop went: what 
have we learned about the topic at hand and about our own group process, and why does any of this matter? 

4. Using cell phones is not appropriate during class. Make sure you turn off all such devices before class begins. 
5. Marygrove College maintains a supportive academic environment for students with disabilities.  To ensure equal 

access to all educational programs, activities and services, students with disabilities should notify the college, 
provide documentation, and request reasonable accommodations.  If you require academic accommodations in 
this course, you must contact Disability Support Services at 313.927.1427 to establish an accommodations plan 
with the coordinator; I will be as cooperative as possible in honoring your approved accommodations plan. 

6. Plagiarism is a serious breach of academic honesty and discipline. You are responsible for understanding and 
complying with the policy on plagiarism as described in the undergraduate catalog. Plagiarized assignments are 
given a grade of 0/E. Any student guilty of plagiarism or cheating is reported to the Dean. Such offenses may 
result in academic probation, suspension, or dismissal from the college. 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 
 
Week 1     
Sep 07  Course introduction and syllabus overview; warming up our writing muscles 
 
Week 2  Image 
Sep 14  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapters 1&2  
     Lamott, “Getting Started” and “Short Assignments” 
 
Week 3  Voice 
Sep 21  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 3 
     Lamott, “Shitty First Drafts,” “Perfectionism,” “School Lunches,” and  
      “Polaroids” 
Week 4  Character 
Sep 28  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 4 
     Lamott, “Character” and “Dialogue” 
 
Week 5   Setting 
Oct 05  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 5 
     Lamott, “Set Design” and “False Starts” 
  
Week 6  Story 
Oct 12  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 6 
     Lamott, “Plot” and “Plot Treatment” 
 
Week 7  Development and revision 
Oct 19  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 7 
     Lamott, “Broccoli,” “Radio Station KFKD,” “Calling Around,” and  

“Letters”  
 

Week 8  Writing fiction; preparing for workshops 
Oct 26  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 9 
     Lamott, “Writing Groups,” and “Someone to Read Your Drafts” 
 
Week 9  Workshop on fiction 
Nov 02  Relevant readings: Read and comment on workshop drafts 
 
Week 10 Writing poetry 
Nov 9  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 10 and poetry handout (copy) 
 
Week 11 Workshop on poetry 
Nov 16  Relevant readings: Read and comment on workshop drafts 
 
Week 12 Writing drama 
Nov 23  Relevant readings: Burroway, chapter 11 
     Lamott, “Writer’s Block” and “Finding Your Voice” 
  
Week 13 Workshop on drama 
Nov 30  Relevant readings: Read and comment on workshop drafts  
 
Week 14 Final wrap up: course evaluations; writing your self-assessment; finding an audience 
Dec 07  Relevant readings: Lamott, “Publication” and “The Last Class” 
  
 
Dec 14  *Writing Portfolio due by NOON in my office, MC 262* 


